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Public Is Understandably Confused About Current Situation With Mortgages
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There’s a lot of buzz about the
excited about it, or why would they
Treasury Department’s proposal
talk about it so prematurely?
aimed at inducing lenders to issue
Meanwhile, loans are definitely
4.5% mortgages (for purchase
available, but only to those who
only, not to refinance). The loans can document adequate income,
would be originated by lenders
and who have good credit and a
according to Fannie Mae/Freddie down payment. The FHA, famous
Mac guidelines, and then sold to
for its 3% down payments (plus
the Federal Reserve, which would some fees), will be raising that
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2009, posing a minor setback for
some buyers, but still a bargain.
This week we’re seeing 30-year
fixed mortgages as low as 5.25%.
One broker told me she secured a
5% loan last week. Combine low
rates with the deals available in
areas hard hit by foreclosures, and
it’s a great time to buy. Just this
Monday I represented a buyer in
the purchase of a great 2006 home
in Commerce City for just $117 per
square foot, with a 30-year loan at
a fixed rate of 5.25%. Amazing!
Everyone in the mortgage industry is being extra meticulous these
days, especially appraisers and
underwriters. Loan documentation
has never been as rigorous, and
lenders are not hesitating to order
multiple reviews of appraisals.
The ranks of mortgage brokers
are thinning dramatically now that
they must be licensed, which requires 40 hours of training and a
state exam. Make sure any mortgage broker you talk to is licensed
by visiting www.dora.state.co.us.

Our Holiday Gift to New Clients:
Be Our Client — Pay Nothing to Move!
We have a holiday gift for
new clients — sign a listing
agreement or buyer agency
with us in December, and
you will not only get the
usual free use of our moving
truck, but you will also get
free labor and free gas for
your move! We’ll also provide free moving boxes. In
fact, the only thing we won’t do is the packing and unpacking! To qualify
for this free moving, simply sign a listing agreement or buyer agency
agreement with a Golden Real Estate agent by Dec. 31st. Don’t want to
put your house on the market until later? No problem, that can be
specified in the listing agreement. (Applies to metro area moves only.)
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Click here for a flyer displaying nine other Golden Real Estate listings.

